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IAT 102 Graphic Design



TechBytes Tutorials
Reminder:

Topic This Week:
§  Photoshop
§  Next Week: Illustrator (week 3)

When: Wednesdays:
Room: Room 3140
Time: 2:30-4:30

	




Website:	
h"p://blogs.sfu.ca/projects/techbytes/	



For Your Assignments: www.pdfformac.com
Handy PDF Converter App



Switching Labs out of Convenience
Reminder:





§  We ask that you do not switch labs 
week by week. 

§  The TA’s must keep records of 
your progress and grades and 
can not keep track if you keep 
switching
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Typography 

Typeface 

Spacing 
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A Quick Note about Plagiarism 
and Copyright 



P01: A Quick Note about Plagiarism & Copyright


It gets more and more difficult to create original logos. 

§  No matter how clever your idea, there’s a good chance that 

someone has come up with something very similar.

Why is that?

§  We’re all surrounded by the same influences and exposed to 

the same shapes, forms, and patterns. 

§  With the importance of branding in the marketplace, and 
hundreds of thousands of designers working on similar 
projects, it’s obvious that ideas will, from time-to-time, look 
almost identical.

http://www.logodesignlove.com/similar-original-logos





What constitutes logo plagiarism?

§  Designing logos can be a tricky state of affairs, as some of the 

most iconic brands providing more than just inspiration for up-
and-coming companies.

§  If you have ever seen a logo that you think you've seen before - 
you probably have.


Here are some ways that logos can be copied or 
plagiarized…

P01: A Quick Note about Plagiarism & Copyright



Plagiarized Logos: 

http://www.logodesignlove.com/similar-original-logos	



Plagiarized Logos: 
1. Form

http://www.logodesignlove.com/similar-original-logos	



Plagiarized Logos: 
2. Colour Scheme

http://www.logodesignlove.com/similar-original-logos	



Plagiarized Logos: 
3. Font or Logotype and Layout

http://www.logodesignlove.com/similar-original-logos	



Plagiarized Logos: 
4. All of the Above

http://www.logodesignlove.com/similar-original-logos	



Plagiarized Logos: 
4. All of the Above

zenkimchi.com	





So What Can you Do?

If you unsure about your design, that it may be too 
similar to another designer, THEN DON’T USE IT!

P01: A Quick Note about Plagiarism & Copyright



If it Ever Happens to You…



Cradle of Civilization (c. 6000 B.C.) - current day Iraq  

Review: The Origins of Written Language:



1st Writing (c. 3100 B.C.) - pictographic pre-cuneiform tablet (clay)  

Early accountants: shows number of cows (“V” with curve on top) 
and sheep (cross within a circle) 

 



Early Grids (c. 3100 B.C.) - early Sumerian pictographic tablets 

The archaic pictographic script contained the seeds for the 
development of writing. Information is structured into grid zones 

by horizontal and vertical division. Sumeria or Sumer was 
located in present-day Iraq. 



Better Writing, Better Grids (c. 2360 B.C.) - cuneiforms  

Cuneiform writing contains phonetic + syllabic elements which 
provided a flexible way of communication. This led to marked 

improvements in agricultural production + science advancement. 



Samples of Egyptian Hieroglyphs: Consisting 
of figures of objects directly or figuratively 

representing words or syllables
 



Evolution from hieroglyph to script 

c. 2700 B.C. hieroglyphic 
c. 1500 B.C. hieroglyphic manuscript hand 

c. 1300 B.C. hieratic script  
c. 400 B.C. demotic script 



Egyptian writing systems - a visual evolutionary history 

Egyptian Writing Systems

Hieroglyphs: The form of 
writing used by the ancient 
Egyptians, consisting of figures 
of objects directly or figuratively 
representing words or syllables

Hieratic: a cursive form of 
Egyptian hieroglyphics; used 
especially by the priests using a 
brush

Demotic: Originally, the 
simplified form of Egyptian 
hieratic script (“priestly writing”) 
used first for business and 
social correspondence; 
generally, any relatively simple 
rapidly written cursive form of a 
writing system.



Early writing systems - evolution of form 



Cursive Writing (longhand): Arabic 



East Indian Sanskrit 



Chinese writing of prescription formulas (1108 A.D.) 



Psalter-Hours 
English, 13th Century A.D. 
Walters Art Museum, 
Baltimore, MD. 

Before the invention of the printing press, handwritten documents were riddled with errors. 
Scribes invented visual, artistic ways to salvage these laboriously crafted objects.  



www.studentnewsdaily.com	



Illuminated Manuscripts (1342 A.D.) Celtic, 12th century, Hungary 



Early European block printing (1466 A.D.) - book design 



Gutenberg’s moveable Type in Europe (1453-1455 A.D.) 

metal type 



Typeface

Content and images taken from: Craig’s Designing with Type and Saffer’s Designing for Interaction 
 



Typefaces  

commonly called 
fonts 

categorized into two groups 
called 

serif sans-serif 
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Type anatomy (see Lupton)
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Type anatomy (see Lupton)

inthehillsofnorthcarolina.blogspot.com	
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Type Anatomy:
Bracket: is a curved or wedge-like connection between the stem and serif 
of some fonts. Not all serifs are bracketed serifs.

Counter:  aka aperture is the open space in a fully or partly closed area 
within a letter. In lower case ‘e’ or ‘a’ it is called an eye.

Bowl: The fully closed, rounded part of a letter. 

X-Height: The height of lowercase letters reach based on height of 
lowercase x; does not include ascenders or descenders. Definition: In 
typography, x-height is the distance between the baseline of a line of type 
and tops of the main body of lower case letters (i.e. excluding ascenders 
or descenders). 

Finial: The part of a letter known as a finial is usually a somewhat tapered 
curved end on letters such as the bottom of C or e or the top of a double-
storied lower-case ‘a’.

Apex: A point at the top of a character where two strokes meet.

Stem: Usually main vertical stroke of a character.



Letterpress technology   
a classic typographic page 

Typographic design is not only an act of mark making, but             
also of spacing. 



Leading refers to the thin strips of lead that divide the horizontal lines of type. 

                        A font size is determined by the entire piece of metal. 
Therefore, not all 10pt. fonts look exactly the same - they can have differing x-

heights.	
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aka. line-spacing
Leading

	
X-Height:	The	height	of	lowercase	le0ers	reach	
based	on	height	of	lowercase	x;	does	not	include	
ascenders	or	descenders.		
Leading,	the	strip	of	metal	that	went	between	lines	
of	type	or	the	spacing	between	lines	of	type	

	
Point	Size:	Determined	by	
the	distance	between	Top	of	
Capital		and	bo0om	of	
Descender	Line	.		



Point size (how we measure)
§  In earlier times when 

type was molded out of 
metal, it was sold in 
discrete sizes that were 
measured in points. 

§  Today's digital types can 
be enlarged or reduced 
by simply selecting, or 
specifying, a point size.

§  A point is exactly 1/72 of an inch. 

§  12 points = 1 pica, and 6 picas = 1 inch.



Point size (how we measure)

444pppttt �111�
Gill Sans  Helvetica  Futura�
Two	different	fonts	may	not	look	the	same	size	at	the	same	point	size	
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Franklin Gothic

sans-serif

serif 
Minion

f f Definition: In typography, a serif is the 
little extra stroke found at the end of 
main vertical and horizontal strokes of 
some letterforms. 



51
vfowler.com
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The Trajan Inscription c. AD 113
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Type development or Evolution

Type has changed over time; lots of different families of type
There are 7 classifications of type that you should be aware of.




Gabriola (old style font)  
- axis inclined  
- moderate contrast
- Based on Roman TypeCeg 

Humanist serif (Old Style)

Roman	type	was	modelled	on	a	European	scribal	
manuscript	style	of	the	1400s,	based	on	pairing	Roman	
square	capitals	used	in	ancient	Rome	with	Carolingian	
minuscules	developed	in	the	Holy	Roman	Empire.[1]	



What do we Mean by Axis?
Definition: An imaginary line drawn 
from top to bottom of a glyph 
bisecting the upper and lower 
strokes is the axis. 

For typefaces that exhibit changes in 
the thickness of curved strokes, the 
inclination of the axis of the 
lowercase’ o’ is used to measure the 
angle of stress. 

A completely vertical axis indicates a 
design with an angle of 0 or vertical 
stress. When the axis leans to the 
left or right the design has angled 
(positive or negative) stress. Early 
styles of typefaces generally shared 
similiar axis or stress angles.

lizgoestoku.blogspot.com	



baskerville (transitional)  
- vertical axis 
- moderate contrastCeg

Transitional serif

§  Moving away from writing; keeping 
the serifs, straightening up letters

§  Serifs look a bit more ornamental



DIdot(modern)  
- vertical axis 
- strong contrast

Ceg�
Modern serif

§  Still vertical
§  Strong contrast; thin horizontal, heavy vertical
§  Modern typefaces have a vertical stress, long and 

fine serifs, with minimal brackets. 
§  Serifs tend to be very thin and vertical lines are very 

heavy. 



Rockwell (egyptian)  
- low contrast 
- strong serifs

Ceg 
Slab serif (Egyptian)

§  Low contrast
§  Strong serifs; slab serifs
§  Starts suggesting geometric more than written

§  Like the industrial revolution, the Slab Serif was born 
in Britain, and was no doubt inspired by a new wave 
of advertising, 





Slab serif (very 19th Century)



Helvetica (grotesque)  
- no serifs 
- low contrast
-derived from Italian 
‘grottesco’ or caveCeg"

Transitional sans-serif



comic sans (grotesquer)  
- no serifs 
- low contrastCeg 

Graphic fonts
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In-Class Exercise 
Using Playdough and a wooden stir-stick,
We will create serif letter forms. 
Challenge: Can you mimic the serifs?



Sketchapalooza: 
To get a better ‘feel’ for 
letterforms, for the rest of 
the class, we would like 
you to sketch them using 
the provided handout.

Trace the characters on the 
left and then try them on 
your own.

Due: Upload to Canvas by 
next lecture 



Sketchapalooza: 
Hint: Try drawing a box around 
the letterform first



More Distinctions:
Font vs.Typeface

Typeface: 

§  Think of a typeface as the ‘design’ of the design of the 
alphabet, the shape of the letters that make up the 
typestyle. 

§  The letters, numbers, and symbols that make up a 
design of type.

§   So when you say “Arial” or “Garamond” you’re talking 
about a set of letters in a specific style, a ‘typeface’.  


§ (source: http://smad.jmu.edu/shen/webtype/facefontfamily.html)
§ http://www.thefloatingfrog.co.uk/tips-tricks-tutorials/what-is-the-difference-between-a-font-and-a-typeface/#ixzz3CZeLfUBo�
	



Caution:
Font vs.Typeface

Font: 

§  A font is the digital representation of a 

typeface. 

§  It is a collection of all the characters of 
a typeface in one size (12pt/1 inch) 
and one style (bold/italic). 

§  For example, Arial in 12pt Bold is a 
font, Arial in 18pt size is a font, and 
Arial bold in 24pt is also a font. Adobe's 
type glossary lists a font as “one 
weight, width, and style of a typeface.

http://smad.jmu.edu/shen/webtype/facefontfamily.html



Caution:
Font vs.Typeface

http://xk9.com/bones/tt-006/



Caution:
Font vs.Typeface
Type Family: 

§  The complete assembly of all sizes and styles of 

one typeface forms a type family. 

§  For example, the Caslon family consists of styles 

such as Roman (Regular), Italic, Semibold, 
Semibold Italic, Bold, and Bold Italic. Each of the 
style and weight combinations is a typeface, and 
together they form a type family.

http://smad.jmu.edu/shen/webtype/facefontfamily.html
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Helvetica…Type Family
Changing the message
Changing the message
Changing the message
changing the message
CHANGING THE MESSAGE
Changing the message
Changing the message
CHANGING THE MESSAGE
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The Inherent Mood of Typefaces

§  Typefaces are not just 
forms, they also have 
personalities. 

§  One common 
typographic mistake is 
not recognizing the 
inherent mood of a 
typeface. 

§  Select typefaces that 
have not only similar 
moods, but also moods 
that match the project
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The Inherent Mood of Typefaces
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Franklin Gothic: Uniform Insignias

www.armystudyguide.com -	
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Franklin Gothic: (Transitional Sans-Serif)
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Bodoni (Modern Serif)
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Futura (Transitional Sans-Serif)

http://sonofcelluloid.blogspot.ca/2011/11/lobby-card-collection-2001-space.html	



Caution: Overused Fonts

30 	



Mummy

Papyrus c. 1982





Do not enter! 
Comic Sans

Melinda Gates
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Why so many fonts?
I can never choose!

§  Your choice of font is an important 
choice in any visual design. 

§  It not only provides a written message, 
but also provides personality.





http://www.kinkypeanuts.com/periodic-table-of-typefaces	
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A01: Brand Personality

§  If you had to describe your brand as a 
person, what words would you use?

§  These words are a good ‘check’ to ensure 
that your design is striking the correct tone 
for your brand.
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Type of branding (3)

1. Iconic/Symbolic 2. Logotype
3.Combination Marks
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Type of branding / Logos

1. Iconic/Symbolic: 
§  Icons and symbols use 

imagery that conveys a 
literal or abstract 
representation of your 
organization.

§  Symbols are less direct 
than straight text, leaving 
room for broader 
interpretation.
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Type of branding

2. Logotype/Wordmark: 
§  A logotype, commonly 

known in the design 
industry as a ‘word mark’ 
incorporates your company 
or brand name into a 
uniquely styled type font 
treatment.

§  Consider when selecting a 
logotype the legibility and 
ease of recognition, 
especially when reduced to 
business card size.
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Logo vs. Logotype

Logo Logotype
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Type of branding

3. Combination Marks: 

§  Are graphics with both text and a 
symbol/icon that signifies the 
brand image that you want to 
project for your company or 
organization.

§  There are integrated and stand-
alone combination marks.

§  For example, Domino’s has the 
text with the graphic integrated, 
whereas the AT&T logo has the 
icon separate.
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What makes a strong logo?

1) Simple  
2) Memorable  
3) Sensible  
4) Scalable  
5) Functional
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Sequence of cognition

1) Shape

2) Colour

3) Form
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Assignment This Week:
Kerning
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Kerning
§  Also known as ‘Mortising’; is adjusting the 

space between individual letters or characters 
to achieve the best readability and balance in a 
word.

§  A concern in isolated or large type.
§  The spacing between words can be just  

as important.
§  In a well-kerned font, the two-dimensional 

blank spaces between each pair of characters 
all have similar area.
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Kerning
§  Why is kerning important?
§  Poorly kerned words can be unreadable or 

misread
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Kerning Types
§  Graphics programs come with auto-kerning 

tools like the default Metric kerning and 
Optical kerning, which adjust the spacing 
between letters based on their shapes. 

§  However, kerning manually will give you 
more control. 

§  Diagonal-sided letters like A, v and y, are 
the most challenging letters to kern 
because of the larger negative space they 
create. 
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Kerning

Kerning brings ‘A’ and ‘V’ closer with their 
serifs over each other
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Kerning

Which one looks best?
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Kerning Tip

Try turning the letterforms upside down. Doing this helps 
you see your type as a group of equally spaced shapes 
without being distracted by the meaning of the words.
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Kerning Game 

http://type.method.ac/#	
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Kerning vs. Tracking
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Tracking

In	typography,	le0er-spacing,	usually	called	tracking	by	
typographers,	refers	to	a	consistent	degree	of	increase	of	
space	between	le0ers	to	affect	density	in	a	line	or	block	of	
text.	Le0er-spacing	can	be	confused	with	kerning.	...	



What do you see in this image?
Perception and Gestalt

Gestalt is a psychology term which means "unified whole". 	
-It refers to theories of visual perception developed by German psychologists in the 1920s. 	

-These theories attempt to describe how people tend to organize visual elements into groups or 
unified wholes when certain principles are applied	

Gestalt is a psychology term which means "unified whole". 	
-It refers to theories of visual perception developed by German psychologists in the 1920s. 	

-These theories attempt to describe how people tend to organize visual elements into groups or 
unified wholes when certain principles are applied	

Gestalt	is	a	psychology	term	which	
means	"unified	whole".		
§  It	refers	to	theories	of	visual	percepDon																									
					developed	by	German	psychologists	in	the					
						1920s.		
§  These	theories	a0empt	to	describe	how		
						people	tend	to	organize	visual	elements			
						into	groups	or	unified	wholes	when		
						certain	principles	are	applied.	
§  Gestalt	theory	can	be	used	in	logo	design	

to	unify	various	text	or	graphic	elements	
to	create	a	cohesive	design	
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Gestalt laws or grouping (Principles) are:
Gestalt Grouping

§  Proximity
§  Similarity
§  Continuation
§  Closure
§  Figure-ground
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Proximity

§  Occurs	when	elements	are	placed	
close	together	

§  Perceived	as	group;	unity	
§  Otherwise	separate	
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Similarity

http://graphicdesign.spokanefalls.edu/tutorials/process/gestaltprinciples/gestaltprinc.htm 

Similarity	occurs	when	objects	look	
similar	to	one	another.		
People	oUen	perceive	them	as	a	group	
or	pa0ern	because	the	shapes	have	
similarity	
Unity	occurs	because	the	shapes	of	the	
bo0om	of	the	eagle	look	similar	to	the	
shapes	that	form	the	sunburst	
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Dis-Similarity

The	figure	jumping	out	
draws	more	a0enXon	
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Continuation

http://graphicdesign.spokanefalls.edu/tutorials/process/gestaltprinciples/gestaltprinc.htm 

§  The	viewer's	eye	will	naturally	
follow	a	line	or	curve	

§  The	smooth	flowing	crossbar	
of	the	"H"	leads	the	eye	
directly	to	the	maple	leaf.	
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Closure

http://graphicdesign.spokanefalls.edu/tutorials/process/gestaltprinciples/gestaltprinc.htm 

Occurs when an object is incomplete or a 
space is not completely enclosed. If enough of 
the shape is indicated, people percieve the 
whole by filling in the missing infomration.
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Figure and Ground

-The eye differentiates an object form its surrounding area. a form, 
silhouette, or shape is naturrally perceived as figure (object), while the 

surrounding area is perceived as ground (background).	
-By balancing figure and ground can make the perceived image more clear. 	

-The eye differentiates an object form its surrounding area. a form, 
silhouette, or shape is naturrally perceived as figure (object), while the 

surrounding area is perceived as ground (background).	
-By balancing figure and ground can make the perceived image more clear. 	

§  The	eye	differenXates	an	
object	from	its	surrounding	
area.	

§  A	shape	or	silhoue0e	is	
naturally	perceived	as	a	figure	
(object)	while	the	
surrounding	area	is	peceived	
as	ground	(background)	

§  Balancing	figure	/	ground	can	
add	double-meanings.	
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Which principle?

Closure, Similarity or Proximity? 
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Reminder:
Assignments

§  Are individual.
§  Are delivered to Canvas as a PDF. 
§  Are delivered before your lab time.
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§  Your TA’s can be emailed about assignments, 
projects and lab concerns.

§  Please email Ken (kfz@sfu.ca) with quiz issues, 
course enrolment concerns or lecture related 
issues.

Questions?:
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(Week 02)
This week:

Readings R02. Type, Figure & Ground
P01. Identity
A02. Kerning

Project
Assignment
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(Week 02)
Software Tutorial:

Basic introduction of Adobe Illustrator 
on the primary tools such as: 

§  What is vector art  and why we use 

them for logos? 
§  Selection tools, direct selection tool,  
§  Shape tools, shape builder tool, pen 

tools.. .
§  Alignment, expanding objects, and 

transformation.  



